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Important Speakers
Dedicate Library

SIDELINES
Sports Editor

.

.

.

Alex Donsker has bden com
plaining that we've been running
a front page sports column and
stealing half his Tiger Talk thunder.
We've noticed his use of the "On
tJie Sidelines" subhead and might
gell argue that a fair exchange is
so robbery.
Nevertheless, now that football
his
js over, we'll stear clear of
preserves—until the next time!
Basketball is pretty exciting at
times, but we'll try to put aside
the temptation to comment on the
exploits of Coach Ralph Francis's
casaba-slinging Tigers.

Mrs. Hoover Heads List
Of Notables Presiding
At Tuesday Ceremony
"Do budget
books!"

your

time

and

With this good advice, Mrs.
Herbert Hoover ended her con
gratulatory sfeech at the dedica
tion services of the new library.
Mrs. Hoover was one of five
speakers, who added their good
wishes for the success of the
college library. Others who ad
dressed the large audience in the
auditorium were Dr. Studley, vicepresident of Chico State College:
Dr. Dewey from Mills College; Dr.
Wilcox, who is on the library
staff at the University of Cali
fornia, and Brother Clement of
St. Mary's College.

Local History
Is Contest
Subject

Ex Committee
Passes Fall
Budget
Athletic Board Gets
Largest Slice

ELKLY
Debate Team Studio Theatre
Meets S. F. Players Give
Bankers
Pinocchio"
r

Kirkbride Offers Prize
For Original Studies

II

Non-Decision Contest
On Tomorrow

College of Pacific's Department of
History and Political Science an
nounces the establishment of the
Charles N. Kirkbride prize in local
history.

Opens Tonight For
Three-Day Run

San Francisco's chapter of the
American Institute of Banking:
will provide the opposition for
College of the Pacific debaters in
their next major encounter
take place tomorrow evening at
7:30 in the S. C. A. Rooms.
Representing the College of the
Pacific will probably be the fresh
man team of Allen Breed and
Claude Hogan, the duo who were
veteranized in the Bakersfield
practice tourney.
This year's encounter will be a
non-decision contest, at the re
quest of the American Institute
of Banking. Last year's encounter
found Erwin Farley and Louis
Sandine winning a three to noth
ing decision over their perennial
rivals.

Clever and novel costumes,
bright and colorful sets, and fastmoving dialogue have combined to
make "Pinocchio" one of the
smartest Studio Theatre productions of the season.
Under the direction of Verna
Dunstan, the cast has worked up
each role into a definite, unique
character. With such a dramatic
personae as a wooden puppet bri
gade, cows, falcons, fairies in
make-believe lands, fantasy plays
the leading mood.
The large and carefully chosen
cast includes Joe Thornton as
Pinocchio. Gerry Tanner as Blue
Fairy, Bill Ramsey as Fire Eater,
Burt Trulsson as Harlequin, Dan
Dooney as Punchinello, Beverly
Wood as Columbine, Gene Minson
as Geppetto, Jack Holmes as Candlewick, Richard Mirski as the
fox, Gail Scheere as the Talking
Cricket, Bop Lanning as the
Funny Fish, But Myers as the
Falcon, Bill Hunefeld as the
Driver, and Marjorie Hulen as the
Cat.
Playing Thursday and Saturday
nights at 8:00 p. m. and Friday
and Saturday afternoons at 3:00,
the play is expected to be re
ceived by large audiences, attract
ed by the unusual whimiscality
of the production. Tickets will be
on sale at the door for 15 cents
for adults, 15 cents for children.
o

This prize will be awarded for
the best original studies in the
Members of the Executive Com local history of San Joaquin, Santa
mittee officially passed the Spring Clara, or Napa counties, the three
budget plan for the College of counties most closely associated
the Pacific, at an Ex. Commit
tee meeting held in Anderson with the history of the College
too often scale the heights of
Competition for the three prizes
Hall,
Monday evening, November
inanity. One which we can com
28. The completed budget totals offered, $25, $15, and $10 respec
mend, however, is the children's
$12,600, $11,000 of which is derived tively, will be open to all students
contest for the best traffic safety
from
student body money this of the College of the Pacific, ac
slogan. The one that won the cake
semester, and $1,600 of which was cording to Dr. Malcolm R.-Eiselen
(or whatever the prize was) a cou
head of the department.
P^P8
left from the preceeding term.
ple weeks ago was this: "Obey
Following are the rules of com
Appropriations for the spring
traffic laws and keep your date
budget are as follows: Board of petition:
; with Santa Claus."
BROTHER LEO WRITES
1. The contest is open to all INTRASQUAD MEET
Athletic Control, $2,200; NaranI:
Next time you're driving down
Another
professor from
St. jado $1,500; Pacific Weekly, $1,- students enrolled in the College
At the regular squad meeting
. the avenue just think of this one: Mary's who is very well known at 150; Rally and Social Affairs of the Pacific.
last Tuesday an intrasquad tourn
I Saint Nick will miss yuh if yuh Pacific, Brother Leo, wrote a let $847; Spring Sports, $550; Debate
2. students may select any topic ament was started. Pairings for
don't watch out.
ter of felicitation which Dr. Knoles Squad, $495; Classes, $550; Sta (within the fields indicated) which the opening round were an
While college students should read aloud to the crowd.
dium rest rooms, $250; Hand in the judgment of the History De nounced as follows:
theoretically be among America's
President Knoles began the Book, $220; A.W.S., $198; Band, partment will afford an opportunity
Biddick and Fuller vs. Wooddriving elite, all too often they ceremony by telling the rather sad $165; Deputations, $165; S.C.A., for an original contribution. All row and Theodore Eschwig; Han
can be .found tossing caution to history of the College of the Pa $132; Choir, $94; Daily Bulletin,' topics must be submitted for de cock and Nichols vs. Farley and
the well-known four winds where cific libraries.
He also gave $50; Employment Bureau, $50.
partmental approval before Febru Fanucchi; Miller and Stone vs.
a split second means the differ thanks for the many letters re
At the December 5 meeting, the ary 15, 1939.
Bartholomew and Fletcher; Breed
ence between life and death.
ceived fro-m all over the state.
Spring Sports allocation was in
3. Because of the diversity of sub and Hogan vs. McAdams and
No, we can't set out to reform
The music was furnished by creased to $750, thereby definitely ject matter, no fixed length can Martin; Archibald and Guerin vs.
the "Flaming Youth" burning up Norman Lamb, and the A Cappel- assuring track for the coming be set for these studies. Adequacy Gimple and Kientz. A bye went
•
the roads in other cities. But we la Choir, which sang, 'Motet" by year.
of treatment rather than length to Pulich and Phifer.
can do more than a whole statute Brahms, and an "Australian UpCompleting the expenditures should be the goal of the student. EXTEMPT PRACTICE
I book full of laws just by obeying Country Song," by Percy Grainger. will be a payment on the college
4. All entries must be typewritten,
Immediately
preceding
the
the two Os of safe driving, Cour The program was concluded by swimming pool which will amount double-spaced. They should include squad practice the last few weeks
to
$1,250.
tesy and Caution.
a complete bibliography and ade an interested group has been
the choir singing "Pacific Hail."
The entire budget as now ap quate footnotes, in accordance with meeting for practice with the sub
DINNER PRECEDES
Preceding the program faculty proved will leave a total sum of the best historical usage.
ject of 'Education." This broad
Britishers passing through Stock
5. All entries must be in the field will contain the specific
member^ and several guests at $2,679 as a general fund.
ton last week should have felt right
hands of' the History Department topics to be used in the Linfield
at home. Their theme song might tended a dinner given in honor
on or before May 1, 1939.
Invitational
Tournament
next
of
the
occasion.
After
the
dinner
well have been, "Our fog is your
6. Entries will be judged by the spring.
Over a score of San Joaquin
the guests went to the auditor
fog."
staff of the Department on the
and
ium and later went to the li
County
and Pacific composers met
Odd stories have been rumored
basis of (a) thoroughness and orig CLASSICAL CLUB MEETS
brary where he remainder of the
in the Conservatory last Thursday
around about the dense fogs of
inality in the use of source mater
evening was spent in looking over
Mrs. C. A. Broaddus will again
London. Sometimes their fog grows
ials, (b) effective organization, (c) be hostess to the Classical Club evening to discuss the possibility
the library and its books.
so thick that cheap little restau
of bringing a chapter of the Cali
attractive
literary
presentation,
and
when it meets next Wednesday
Students of the Senior Col
rants cut off a slab, heat it atop
(d)
mastery
of
sound
historical
fornia
Composers 'and Writers' So
evening at her home, 1036 N.orth
lege need to be referred to
the oven, and use it to grease the
techniques.
ciety
to
Stockton. Several students,
Center
Street.
The
speaker
will
be
the
tenth
commandment
of
griddle and spread the bread.
7. Announcement of the awards L. J. Richardson, professor emeri
the Frosh Bible, according to
townspeople, and faculty attended
Mind you that such stories are
will be made at the annual Com tus of Latin at the University of
some who have tried to study
the first meeting.
mere rumors told us by others. We
mencement exercises.
California.
in
the
stack
room
of
the
hold no particular brief for the
A highlight of the meeting was
new library.
source of our information, but
the
attendance of several important
It seems that, the worthy
ions hav«* 1; merely insist that "we were told"
music leaders of the Pacific Coast.
upperclassmen
have
been
iew [impb
these things "once upon a time."
rather badly demoralized by
These included Mrs. Harry Steele
once tfy
Our highly voluble informants
the epeclal privileges granted
*.
Haley, president of the southwest
have even told us the legond of
Speaking on the subject of "Ad
them in library usage. Con
the "Flying Grey Ghost." It seems
district of the American Federation
venturous Religion," Dr. James
versation Is no longer re
that the owner of the "Flying Grey
of
Music Clubs; Mrs. Lola Gwin
Muilenberg, Dean of the Pacific
strained to the familiar Jun
Ghost" started one morning for School of Religion and headline
Smale, Composers' Society libra
ior College whisper, it is car
the Ad Building on the College speaker of the 1938 Asilomar Con
rian and state contest chairman for
ried on with true upper-class
of the Pacific Campus. (If the fog ference, addressed an A11 Associa
the State Federation of Music
bravado.
isn't too thick you can be able to tion meeting of the Student Chris
Clubs, and Mrs. Florence Colby
Miss Joachlms, librarian of
make out this edifice in the dim tian Association last Tuesday eve
Battram, state president of the
the College of the Pacific,
Some
people
live
nice,
quiets
the
Exposition
on
Treasure
Island
twenty-yards).
ning in the S. C. A. Rooms.
California Composers' and Writers'
suggests that upperclassmen
lives away from the maddening are scheduled to swing open. Oh,
Well, the unhappy driver lost his
Society.
Dr. Muilenberg, utilizing his ad
harken back to the days of
throng where they can commune what a howl came up from the
way in the fog and our modern dress to preview his series of
•l
An organization committee was
dink and hazing and observe
with nature and let the rest of transplanted denizens of the land
counterpart of the famous "Flying Asilomar appearances as platform
selected by Galen M. Harvey, found
the commandment: "Remem
the
world
go
by,
tra,
la,
and
then
of perpetual fog.
Dutchman" is even now to be seen speaker, wove into his speech a
er of the Composers Society. This
ber: the Library is the place
other people become Mardl Gras
on unusually foggy mornings pok broad interpretation of two out
All this on the bowed, if not committee included Miss Sylvia
for study."
chairmen.
•
ing its snub nose out of side streets. standing questions of college stu
bloody, head of poor, unsuspect Pattison, Mr. William H. Ramsey,
"Consideration
for
the
Trevor Griffiths is one of the ing T. Griffiths, who only wanted Pacific students; Colonel B. C.
Or so they solemnly declare, and dents, "What Is a Great Religion,
rights of others is one les
latter. When he took the job of to please people and found that Allin, Stockton Port Director, and
who am I to contradict?
How Is It Obtained?"
son we might just as well
chairman of the 1939 Pacific Mar- you can please some of the peo Hoyle Carpenter, Pacific Conserva
Gladys Bartholomew, advisor of
practice in the library as
di Gras, Griffiths knew that he ple all of the time, and you can tory Alumnus, member of the
elsewhere. Let's remember to
three columns to write instead the Frosh Club, presided at the
was in for work and plenty of it, please all of the people some of Stockton Symphony, and Harvey,
be courteous when we study,"
of one you might be able to com general meeting. Sam Takagishl
but little did he expect to get the time, but you can't please all as chairman. They will meet this
conducted
community
singing
for
said Miss Joachims.
pare Us to the famous Puritan min
pushed behind the eight-ball at of the people all of the time. Mr. week to make plans for the new
ister who spoke by his hour glass. approximately fifty students, fac
the very outset.
Griffiths would gladly have settled chapter here.
And woe to the sinner who filled ulty, and Stocktonians present.
Last week Mr. Griffiths, on th6 for a few friends in the first cat
o
The College of Pacific Faculty
the dominie's time piece with
advice of his superiors in the egory, but it seemed as if the have endorsed the new organization,
quicksand.
student body organization and whole world had turned again' which will meet on the campus
(Humor courtesy of Dr. Eiselen,
faculty well-wishers, announced him. Ah, cruel fate that kicks a every two weeks. Dean John Gil
well-known columinist on the Pa
that the Mardi Gras this year fella in the face when his back is christ Elliott, of the Conservatory,
cific WEEKLY).
would be held on February 18, turned!
states, "you can count on me to
Church socials have been the
help in any way I can to bring
Professor B. M. Woods, who is two weeks earlier than ever be RELIEF AT LAST
hane of many a poor young man's
fore. The reason for this, Mr.
At long last, as sweets come to this new chapter to San Joaquin
in the Mechanical Engineering
existence, forced as he has been
Radio Stage features another of Department of the University of Griffiths explained, was to hold the sweet, came succor to the su— County, and the College of Pacific.
to wallflower it for hours while
the celebration before and not Mr. Griffiths. The Ex Committee, It is a splendid addition to our cul
Guy
deMaupassant's short stories
hear old ladies cussed and dis
It is entitled "The California, was the speaker at the during Lent, as it had been in of which Mr. G. is a member, tural and musical life here."
cussed the H. C. O. L. (invented tomorrow.
The next regular meeting of the
second of the lecture series last the three previous years, a fact came riding to the rescue with a
before Roosevelt, believe it or not!) Necklace," and is the most famous
which evidently had stirred the recommendation that the event be proposed chapter will be held in
night.
of
his
stories.
°t"
traded
quilt
patterns.
?oi
Ire of the Methodist powers, that re-set at a later date, agreeable to the Pacific Conservatory on Thurs
Two members of the cast are
Dr. Woods' subject was 'Re
One pastor (not of our acquain
:ifiC
be. So, February 18 was the date the men who cavort hardwood day evening, January 5th. All stu
Richard Mirski and Claribelle
tance) was appealing to members
search As a Governmental Activi set.
floors, debaters and fair-goers dents and townspeople are cordially
Coffman. Due to Friday's holi
faret
of his congregation to furnish re
>! stU .lent
alike. They forgot to say whether invited to attend.
day most of the students will be ty," which is the result of a re OBJECTION NO. 1
00
freshments for the coming social.
iots
Then came the storm! Up In it would be agreeable to the
able to tune in on Radio Stage cent visit to Washington, D. C.
ill pot
"And now, please remember," he
righteous wrath rose the men of Methodist fathers, but we'll dis
at 2:00.
Preceding
the
talk
members
of
ended, "what we want are not
Today's Pacific Symposium con the faculty entertained Dr. Woods Francis and Kjeldsen, they who cuss that later, Oswald.
abstract promises, but concrete
• nreseo1
chase casabas. "We," said the
4
So, Mr. and Miss Pacific, you'll
sists of Carl Fuller's round table
cakes."
c red
discussion on the Supreme Court's at a small dinner. Among those basketball men via a petition have a Mardi Gras all right, but
decision of the constitutionality of attending were Dr. and Mrs. signed by members of both the when nobody knows at the mo
a joking mood, let's throw this the Federal Legislation.
Woods, Dr. and Mrs. Knoles, Dr. varsity and jaysee squads, "have a ment. You may have to wait until
°ue at the librarians. If Mrs. Her
Monday at 1:30 p. m. is Dr. and Mrs. Farley and other faculty game with the Aggies on the 17th April, when the six-week Lent
Miss Leila Anderson, secretary
of February and have to play an period will be up, but you'll get
bert Hoover has been employing Knoles' "World Today."
of the Y. W. C. A. at the Uni
members.
all-important
series
with
Fresno
it.
Don't
worry.
Just
heave
a
sigh
her husband's ghost writer she may
Tuesday at 2:00, Bill Becker's
versity of California, was the
iB St,
the following week. We need our for Mr. Griffiths and give him guest speaker Tuesday morning
have given her audience much "Sports Column of the Air," and
' p o i n t s
sleep and do not wish to break a pat on the back. Not too hard, at a special assembly sponsored
et o
r fOi"
better ones last Tuesday. Since at 4:15 on Tuesday is "Pacific
training to attend the Mardi though, or he'll fall in a dead by the S.C.A.
Monday is SIDELINES night, we Musicale."
Miss Anderson
Gras." The first to sign .this little faint.
Wednesday at 10:15, "Book Re
can't tell.
spoke on "Minorities In a De
affidavit was Varsity Coach Ralph
"Can you let me have a book view" by Bobbin Gay Peck goes
mocracy." She was introduced by
Francis who maintains a strict
Please?" the frivolous young thing on; at 1:00 Howard Thurston's
Buford Bush, who first told of
10:30 curfew law during training.
Collegiate Hi-Lights," and at 2:00,
some of the objectives of the S.
asked Clair Tatton.
l°°
The basketballers requested that
"Pacific
Personality"
will
be
C. A. Miss Anderson was also
"Certainly,"
was
the
reply.
"Do
fit*'
Tomorrow night from 10 to 12 the date be shoved back to the
heard.
present at the Second Asilomar
oi
you
want
something
light?"
II F
Next Thursday Pacific Sym is the date set for the big Frosh- first Saturday in March, following
Tea given Tuesday afternoon
"It doesn't matter a bit," said the
A
man's
place
in
the
home
will
customer helpfully. "I have my car posium presents a discussion on Soph Skating Frolic, at the Merry the final hoop skirmish.
be demonstrated to irfale students where she gave a preview of some
GROAN NO. 2
the subject 'California's Transient
with me."
next
term in the form of a men's of the Round Table discussions
Then came the bleaters, the ex- practical cooking class.
Problem." The script has been Garden Skating Rink.
at Asilomar.
fic
Allen Breed, recreational chair horters, the haranguers otherwise
written by Orville Fletcher, and
The
course
has
been
designed
e
"Most people are other people. he will be assisted in the presen man of the Frosh Club, is in known as debaters who intend to
by the Junior College to meet the
Their thoughts are someone else's, tation by Erwin Farley, president
of
arrangements, and travel to Linfield, Ore., for a big needs of men, both in understand
their lives a mimicry, their pas of the PSA, and Gregg Phifer, charge
tournament the week-end of—all
sions a quotation."—Oscar Wilde. news editor of the Pacific Weekly. promises an evening of fun and week-ends, the one on which Mar ing their nutrition requirements
and in acquiring simple cooking
entertainment.
o
di Gras falls! Such blasting as technique.
Tickets, 25c per person, can still came from McCall's adjectiveMany students will be very glad
Special nutrition diets and prob
RACE RELATIONS MEET
be purchased from Allen Breed, spouters has no parrellel, save the lems in infant feeding Will be un to know that the Foods Class will
The Race Relations Group, will
Marjorie McDonald, Betty Pella- Big Wind of '89.
dertaken during the duration of hold a candy sale in the Dispens
west at the home of Mrs. E. C.
ton, Yoyle Miller and Jessie Han- AND THE THIRD
the course. Three hours of labora ary (first floor of the Weber
.Playing
host
to
members
of
his
Woodruff, Tuesday, December 13
They kept coming! There was tory will be required each week.
at 8 p. m. Speaker of the evening 1938 Bengal Varsity at the Hotel nay.
Hall) at 4:15 this afternoon and
So don your slacks and old still another group that came
Objectives of the class will be to tomorrow. The candy, assorted
"will be Mrs. Forkner, housemoth- Wolf this evening will be Coach
the Bay area and were leran the nutrition requirements kinds and made by the members
er at Alpha Theta Tau, who will Amos Alonzo Stagg. Occasion is clothes, kids, and come out to from
(ell the group of her experiences the annual dinner given by the morrow night, whether an ama possessed of strong feelings to of the body and to study the ener of the class, will be sold in tenteur skater or a professional ward everything San Franciscan. gy needs of men. The last part cent bags. Proceeds will be used
'n China. All members of the coach to his players. Various tro
"flop-taker,"
for two hours of fun They remembered that February of the term will be devoted to the to help pay for a waffle iron for
phies
and
awards
will
be
made
to
•"cup and friends are invited to
18 is the date when the gates of subject of camp cookery.
the Foods Department.
the senior members of the squad. J at the Frosh-Sopb Frolic,
attend tljis meeting.

Radio Contests

Bally Old
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MUSICIANS
ORGANIZE

.

STACK ROOM
CHATTER
IS OUT

S. C. A. Hears

Theologian

MARDI GRAS DATE
SETS OFF FUSE

Dr. Muilenberg Speaks
On "Vital Religion"

Explosion Of Dissenters' Wrath Buries T. Griffiths;
Ex Committee To Seek Later Date For Celebration
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Radio Stage Airs
De Maupassant's
"The Necklace"

PROFESSOR
LECTURES

itudenl T><"
Co.»«
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S. C. A. Holds
Assembly

While We're In

t°°

very

2

Frosh-Sophomore
Skating Frolic
Tomorrow

pac*

phon

Practical Cooking
Class For Men

Quotable Quote . . . . . .

Foods Class Holds
Big Candy Sale

Stagg Host Tonight

Handel's "Messiah"
To Be Given
Sunday By Chorus

Handel's 'Messialr
Presented Sunday
Chorus, Orchestra Combine With
Four Soloists To Render Oratorio
rifir. S B nd d «T a " e r n o o n a t 3 P- m - t h e College of the Pan l n S e n e r a l w i I 1 receive their annual
nro V
?
i n s P i r ational thrill when the college chorus
and orchestra combine under the direction of J. Russell
Hodley to present the most famous of all oratorios

BAND FROLIC
TO BE HELD
r JAN. 6
Get ready, houses!
Put
your brain trusters to work
on ideas.
Pacific's annual
Concert and Band Frolic has
definitely been scheduled for
January 6, by Robert L.
"Pop" Gordon, band director
and chief factotum of the
big event.
A special meeting of dele
gates of all groups interested
in participating in the Frolic
part of the festivities will be
held in the Auditorium im
mediately following assembly
today. AH houses intending
to put on "skits in the Frolic
are advised to send a repre
sentative to this meeting.
From this short meeting
will come definite plans for
the January extravaganza.
"Pop" Gordon has already
lined up the band's part of
the program and rehearsals
for the "tootlers' big mo
ment" began this week.

Werner Talks
To I. A. Club
Pan-American Congress
Subject Of Address
Speaker at the Christmas party
of the International affairs Club
Tuesday afternoon was Dr. Wer
ner, sponsor of the local chapter,
who discussed the Pan-American
Congress being held at Lima, Peru.
"Regional leagues are far su
perior to world leagues," said Dr.
Werner, while discussing the suc
cess of the Pan-American Union.
"Out of regional leagues, more
successful world leagues willeventually come into being."
Of the many problems to be
settled and discussed at the Con
gress ,one of the uppermost is
the movement by Brazil and Ar
gentine towards Pan-Americanism.
But we may rest assured that Sec
retary of State Cordell Hull will
handle this movement wisely, and
Pan-Americanism• will e m e r g e
stronger than ever."
Dr. Werner believes that intel
lectual cooperation between the
American nations will be accom
plished by .means of exchange pro
fessors and students.
The economics situation is of
outstanding importance," he con
tinued. "We can get along with
out Europe or Asia by making
America a cooperative economic
unit.
Reciprocal trade treaties
are an important step in the right
direction.
'Another matter of major im
portance is the establishment of
court of mediation which will
settle the comnipresent South
American boundary disputes."
After Dr. Werner's talk the club
discussed the Congress and the
effects it may have on the ques
tion of war.
The next meeting of the club
will be held on January 10.
o

Watt Power At
Baxter Stadium
Mr. Hook, a
representative
from Pacific Gas and Electric
Company gave several educational
and
interesting demonstrations
during Miss Garrigan's home dec
orations class last week. Correct
lighting in homes, schools and
stadiums was the main topic.
An example of his demonstra
tions was that on football fields
1000 or 1500 watt lamps are used.
He stated that these lamps, as
well as others, burn out in an
average of 1000 hours. Our Bax
ter Stadium uses 1000 watt which
cost about $5.75 each.
o

Orientation Class
3 lans Reports
Orientation students are now
taking active part in Dean Cor
son's 11:40 class.
Instead of the regular proced
ure of lecturing to the class, the
topics have been assigned to com
mittees. Each committee prepares
upon its topic and reports in turn.
One class period is allowed for
each discussion.
The desire to stimulate interest
among the students has been an
swered by their well-prepared .re
ports.

•Handel's "Messiah."
A streamlined version of the
original four and one-half hour
musical masterpiece, Sunday's ren
dition of the work will last an
hour and a half, follow the same
program as last year, with the
addition of one more soprano solo.
PICKED CHORUS
The presentation of the "Mes
siah" the Sunday before Christ
mas vacation has become a tra
dition at Pacific and has received
steadily increasing acclamation
from students and townspeople
alike. This year's performance,
featuring the 150-voice chorus and
30-piece orchestra, promises to be
one of exceptional quality, owing
to the competition in the chorus,
which had to be trimmed from
250 voices to a svelte 150 for lack
of stage space.
Headlining the Sunday musicale
are four vocalists, familiar to
Stockton music lovers. They are
Marcella Thorpe, soprano of Lockford, class of '37; Elma Lucas,
contralto of Stockton; Louis Farone, tenor, class of '37; and
Douglas Taylor, bass from Vallejo,
a junior at the College of the Pa
cific.

SOLOISTS EXPERIENCED
The two women soloists are
well-known in local music circles
and have been acclaimed for their
fine voices. Farone, at present
teaching at Washington High
School in Fresno, took part in
many musicales while at C. O. P.
and is recognized as a competent
tenor. Taylor, the undergraduate,
possesses a rich bass-baritone that
has appeared to advantage in nu
merous Pacific musical presenta.tions.
The final half-hour of the ora
torio, which includes the cele
brated "Hallelujah" chorus, will be
broadcast from 4 to 4:30 p. m.
through the facilities of the cam
pus studio and KGDM.
o

Stockton J. C. To
Issue Free Texts
Junior colleges in California
must furnish free textbooks was
the decision made by AttorneyGeneral U. S. Webb Tuesday. This
rule will have a direct bearing
upon the Stockton Junior College
as textbooks are not furnished to
the students.
i
Webb declared that Junior col
leges enjoy the same powers as
the high schools and must con
form with similar rulings. The
ruling was made at the request
of District Attorney Leslie A.
Cleary of Stanislaus County on be
half of the Modesto Junior Col
lege.
"As soon as school officials are
formally advised to do so by of
ficials of the State Department of
Education, Stockton J. C. will
furnish books for the students,"
was the statement made by
Dwayne Orton.
This application will not have
as great an effect on Stockton
as on other junior colleges as the
Pacific library helps Junior Col
lege students considerably in their
classes.

Record Concerts
Presented Daily
Nearly a thousand records to
gether with a very expensive
phonograph on which
to play
them have been granted to the
College of the Pacific by the Car
negie Foundation.
In charge of the concerts to be
presented upon the new feature of
Anderson Social Hail are Arthur
Holton and Ross Snyder. (Every
afternoon, Monday through Fri
day, special programs will be pre
sented from 4:15 to 5:15. For
about an hour every Saturday and
Sunday at 2:15 a special program
of somewhat longer works will
be presented. The concerts began
yesterday.
"In addition to the regular pro
grams, requests will be answered
from 7:15 to 8:15 in the week-day
evenings," said Snyder. Afternoon
programs will be posted on the
bulletin board in the Ad Building.
o

J. C. Abstract Art
On Exhibition
An exhibition of student work
in abstraction is now being shown
in the Junior College art studio,
room 217W. Abstractions in glow
ing colors and modern space di
visions are on view, including
practical
application
of this
work in novel qhristmas cards.
Visitors are welcome to the art
studios at any time during the
day.
*
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A STEP IN THE RIGHT

has formally installed her Alpha Beta chapter in
Stockton Junior College. T h i s new honorary scholar
ship society for students in the Junior College should
serve as an incentive for lower division students,
paralleling the Senior College All-College H o n o r
Society.
Students who s t u d yy are often termed " g r e a s y
. . .
.
g r i n d s o r dismissed a s "brainstorms." T h i s obvious
ly unfair attempt t o stigmatize those more ambitious
than youngsters w h o slide by on a D minus should
not be allowed to obscure a college's primary excuse
for being.
If college is not to be a stronghold of learning,
what is?—G. P .
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It's time to start swinging again,
gates, and here goes for some
solid jameroo.
Chick Webb has broken another
precedent. He, and Ella Fitzgerold, too, will begin an indef
inite engagement at the Park Cen
tral Hotel in Manhattan on Jan
uary 25. This will mark Chick's
first appearance in a major New
York hotel, and the first colored
name band to be featured by the
Park Central.
Your Cutter wants to put in a
plug for Dean Hudson and his
Florida Clubmen.
This solid
group is at present in Cincinnati,
and it features an outstanding
glee club, trio, and fine novelty
numbers.
ANOTHER "BIX" BIT
Paul Whiteman has brought to
light an unfinished tune by the
late Bix Beiderbecke and is in
troducing it to radio listeners
after labelling it "In the Dark."
Whiteman will make a platter of
the tune for Decca on a special
label, for it is easy to see that
Bix's reputation will make the
record especially popular.
On the recent jam session pro
duced at the Palomar in Los An
geles, Vido Musso, former ace
tenor* sax man with Benny Good
man, stole the show with his fine
new combo.
Gene Krupa was
also In the show as well as the
pick of all the bands in the South.
When Arturo Toscanini takes up
the baton to conduct the NBC
Symphony orchestra this season,
he'll be directing—among others—
two swing trombonists recently
recruited for the orchestra. These
slip-sliding swingsters are former
Whiteman and Goodman trom
bonists. There'll also be a former
Fred Waring trumpeter in the
august assembly.
THE MORGAN MANNER
Russ Morgan proved his versa
tility at his opening in New York
at the Paradise Restaurant. Russ
directed the orchestra, sang sev
eral numbers, played piano solos,
introduced his trombone mastery,
and joined the Paradise girls in
one or two of their dance rou
tines.
Wayne King, in a recent gabfest with the press, revealed that
he used to be a tractor expert,
and could diagnose a sick tractor
at a glance. It paid his way
through high school. What we
can't figure out is why he quit.
But then, if he fixed tractors like
he plays dance music, he would
have starved to deaths iAn't life
funny?
Bunny Berigan was playing the
Ritz Roof in Boston until the last
hurricane came along. Then the
roof blew off. Bunny is now an
gling for a job where the over
head isn't so hard to keep down.
Records cost a lot of money.
We haven't any money. No rec
ord reviews this week. *

PAGING MISS NEWBERRY!
"Footlight Fancies," which orig
inates in the KGDM studios on
Thursday nights, 4 to 4:45 p. m.
is an all-Stockton program. It is
one of the very few programs
eminating from a San Joaquin
Valley station that boasts a large
orchestra and a fine list of solo
ists. In that list is our own Flor
ence Newberry, diminutive Pacific
songstress. Congratulations, FlorWHAT TO HEAR
This week-end NBC has pro
grammed some interesting and en
tertaining broadcasts. Hear them
over Stockton's KWG.
On Thursday: (tonight) 5:30 p. m.
The Rochester Philharmonic Or
chestra; The American Town Meet
ing at 7:00 p. m.
Friday, December 8, NBC Jam
boree, 6:00 to 6:30 p. m. Then at
7:30 p. m. Norman Sper, sports
commentator. On Saturday, Decem
ber 9, tune in to the American
Educational Forum at 9:00 a. m.
The Metropolitan Opera Company
comes on at 11:00 a. m. (Did you
hear Othello, last Saturday?) A
new program that has the town
•talking is "Music and American
Youth." It can be heard at 6:Q0
p. m. Then NBC's rare treat, the
NBC Symphony, one hundred
picked players, plays at 7:00 to
8:30 p. m.
Sunday, the Metropolitan Opera
Co., auditions are on at 2:00 p. m.
America's snooper No. 1, Walter
Winchell, blabs at 8:00 p. m. for
15 minutes. He is followed by Pa
cific's Comedian No. 1, Jack Benny.
(This list ought to cheer your
heart, Mr. Welton).
IF YOU COULD
listen to only one program, each
week, which one would you choose?
March of Time? Jack Benny? Kay
Kyser? Kraft Music Hall? National
Vespers? Seth Parker? Ted Malone? One Man's Family?
One Man's Family led the entire
list of programs on the air today
in a recent Cleveland Plain-Dealer
All-American Radio Poll. The pro
gram ,aiso won first place in the
poll for the favorite serial pro
gram. We guess Clevelapd listen
ers compare favorably with Pacific
listen-inners, for One Man's Family
won first place here on the favor
ite dramatic programs poll.
Incidentally and happily do I in
form you that this great family
serial has been signed again by
NBC to continue its weekly broad
casts over the NBC-Red Network.
The first chapter of the serial
was broadcast from San Francisco
on Friday, April 29, 1932, and was
heard only on the Pacific Cdast
and Rocky Mountain states until
1934. The first transcontinental
broadcast was on May 4, 1934.'Carleton E. Morse has written more than
2,600,000 words during the history
of One Man's Family.
STUBBLE
The radio facilities at the Golden
Gate International Exposition on
Treasure Island will cost $400,000.
There will be many studios and the
largest one will seat 3,000. 8,000
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. W
This week we are bat
fiction field again. The U (*"' ,,
have decided to tell y
are not particularly new , •are interesting.

H'

A SAINTLY LIST
First on our list are th
by Leslie Charteris—Tffi'J
AND MR. TEAL, The S
on, and The Saint In N
We don't know just exi
By TW1NCHELL
we never get tired of \l
but no matter how ofter—JjPWell, here we are again. If you
\"
about him, we're always : ' . .
want to print it, Mr. Copy Snoop
By THURSTON
waiting for more,
e:
to*
er, my attitude toward writing a
For the first time since the year should see a psychoanai
column today
may be briefly
summed up in the familiar words of the great wind, back stage is this, but we're willing to $
of Old Mike Martinovitch, the full all cleaned up and we don't mean you get bitten by the ! Y '.. „
back philosopher of last year, t h i s c o l u m n . T h e s t a g e c r a f t you'll be just as bad a
when interviewed on the question classes accomplished the heart In '/The Saint and 1
of the value of studies in the breaking job of tearing down Simon is again having
'business world: May I quote? " L i l i o m " s e t s a n d D e M a r c u s games baiting poor f
"$&**%•??-% &—*%• ??) ("!"!" Brown spent a busy afternoon Teal, with, of course, I
assistance of Patricia F
But my old friend and slave chaping wood.
The hi-light of Saturday night's ways amusing, the Saint
driver, Becker, who Is now featur
1
ing the broken leg with an all- performance was really the exhibi to reach a new high in |)r •
star cast, does not take Into con tion featured by John Crabbe out-maneuvering of Teal
sideration the vagaries and moods after the show. He screamed, tore cident of the disappearl
of a columnist. So I must out his hair, dashed madly across the is especially good; In "
with a thing like this and if you stage, and with one wild leap com Goes On," Simon and
Par
don't like it, may I again refer pletely demolished the embank have a new play fellow, j
ment. Can you imagine demolish ican ex-gangster, Mr. H
'
W»
you to the words of M. M.
ing an embankment? You could atz, who is slightly s
• •
s
if you'd seen this one made.
but very interesting.
tU M
DID YOU KNOW
bar
HERE'S ONE!
"The Saint in New Yoi
DEPARTMENT
From out front comes the story some of you may remer
That gossip is a last resort in of the peeled onion. It seems that rather good movie, is a
this column . . . and comes not a prominent Alpha Theta, ush of the ordinary In that j *
from the prowling proboscis of ering at the time, was presented minus PatriciA, and Ho
your correspondent but from three with a Christmas wrapped onion bles around Ntew York i
very capable reporters . . . who just before curtain. In her em a very lovely lady. 1
report that Roxine Hafele went barrassment she hid it away in a ends on a slight/ note o
Looney last week-end when Lou far corner of the theater. But hut
nnr swashVbuekliB
awa.b.i-biiMrlAn
but our
(~ >•
went skiing . . . and that Bettie dead onions carry tales! Aromas hearted Saint go es on Ul" 11
v
Meyers' favorite time of day is and pungent odors began wafting Read them if you like U
10:30 p. m. ... on the dot . . . their way about the auditorium Hood type of heifo—wit, -t
like nightowls are Kay McKibben When asked about the awful odor, dash of very modeirn int
and Margaret Pyron who make the crafty usherette replied, "Oh, charm. Of course, thl
nocturnal visits to the Bay re fur coats always smell that way rates all three hooka A-l
know, some.
gion . . . and that a true blue when they're wet—you
to
boy is Doug "Aaron Slick" Cos- skunk is skunk — and will be
SOMETHING
EGYPTIA,-;r
"
*
>
sitt ... he likes the Bay region stunk."
Sat
VIA GROSSE
One of the most unus
Can you imagine an all-day re
too . . . just like Bob somebody
Kai
and Virginia somebody like each hearsal being a pitnic? It really we've come across In a L pf/iFI f
lis
Joan
Grant's
"Winged
%, tv f •
Charmaine was last Sunday when the cast
A T I S K E T , A T A S K E T , other ... or like
of "Pinocchio" mixed rehearsal Of course, the fact tl
they're opening Spenser's casket. somebody and Barry somebody
slightly cracked on H
don't like each other any more . . with a buffet lunch. Cakes, sal
The gloomy halls of Westminis
ads, chocolates and what-have-you may have made the b>
LOVE IS WHERE, YOU
ter Abbey resound to the ghostly
were brought by the various mem better than it really wt
FIND IT DEPARTMENT
certainly liked it. It is
bers
of the cast and a good ^ime
echo of pick and shovel. His
Say the Rhizites who must have
zation
of the life sto
I »
tomb has been opened, but so far been doing some looking lately was had by all.
daughter of a pharoah t
PINOCCHIO
it has "ailed to reveal works of ... I say looking, not finding
Egypt. She is marriecI MtrntTita]
Incidentally, "Pinocchio" prom brother and ascends th
the top-flight authors of that day. . . . although Buzz seems to have
difficulty choosing which . . . who ises to be a grand little show, with him. Because ehe r*5 u " **
The waiter of Shakespeare's works
i3 he "Hogan" now? . . . which with beautiful sets designed by trained in the temples*,
is what they're trying to settle. would not even pass Eiselen's Bastian, and beautttul Verna Dun- comes high priestess of ''E"WT ,*'Can't a man have a little privacy censorship . . . Bull Durham, who stan directing. Joe Thornton is Winged Pharoah. The> P®
these days without some govern is not a paid ad . . . sees it in the boy with the wooden head, told in the Stream-of-j 1
ment official investigating your the ornate orbs of Margaret Gif- Bob Lanning is a fish (what'll it manner, and is well i
remains? I calls it treason!
ford . . . while Dunlap makes the get ya?), and Bud Meyers is the hour or two of your ti
boy with the falcon beak. Sets liked especially the detai -: !» j
rounds with Jane Ketman . ,
SIAM HAS BEEN SENDING and fixes flats on his open air range from a carpenter shop to passing of the tests by x
several students to the U. S. job . . . the down beat artists, the stomach of a dog-fish (it isn't young heroine becomes 5f:: h N • •
every year to study everything Sapiro, throbs a mean pulse when done with mirrors).
ess. She develops the j'Sart c;
So be sure and see "Pinocchio." go into a trance and senH
but medicine. A forestry student he sees Rose Duggin . . . Ernie
says it cost the government $1700 and Betty will probably go on It may take you back to the days tral body anywhere. 1
a year to send a student to study and on . . . while Loomis bounces of your childhood—" 'way back hooey, but it's done COB •
in a foreign country. This one around in the bumpy back seat of when!"
enough.
p* or*.,',
didn't care much for the eastern B. K.'s car with B. S. . . . while
CHILI FLAVORED
weather. He says it's too \ari- .B K. and Barbara just laugh and
If it's a good whod"
able. Speaking of foreign stu laugh . . . and Ajax swears it
want, we recommend St
dents in U. S. universities, leave can't happen here ... or just
mer'g "Puzzle of the B
it to a son of L. A. to expound s w e a r s . . . o r j u s t . . . o r .
derilla." In this one B
upon the virtues of the southland CRAZY PEOPLE
The College of the Paclfi.c is Withers and Oscar Pipei
He expounded so much that a DEPARTMENT
fortunate
in having many foreign to Mexico to solve a
Turk has registered at U. S. C.
Who must have broken loose
students
on
its campus. Among novel and gory murd
The Turk stated the schools here during some bat house fire .
course Oscar goes off
are little different from the ones Bill Dean (who is always good these students are the following:
ui >,
Mr. Eusebio Ballogdajan is ma wrong track, and of coui
at home. There they begin geom for something in this column .
garde does the murdere]
etry, language, and economics in thank you, Bill) and Olive Clark joring in botany, Mr. Honario
but we'll guarantee you
the sixth grade.
He asserted traded coats during the Omega Burigsay, history, and Mr. William
will be equally puzzled.]
there were unlimited opportun
Villaruz,
chemistry,
all
born
in
Phoo Phoo jig . . . Bill with a
for fun and mystery an.
ities for college men in Turkey.
the Philippine Islands; Mr. Sadae
fur job dusting off the floor . .
garde and Oscar, who i G
and that 'sure I'm crazy" loo! Homada, philosopsy and religious all, one of the most em
WHAT HO! HEADLINE: BRIT- on his face . . . Dean almost as education, and Mr. Hayashi Hi pairs of fiction detectlv
ish monarchs break tradition! bad as the Archites in formal at deo, economics, in Japan; Miss had the pleasure of ttti
Fetch the brandy and smellin' tire at the dining hall last week Mary Fong, music, and Mr. ShegeNext week we'll try f
salts, for the monarchs are com . . . with their bright, shining kazu Nakabayashi, Sacramento. you a few out-of-thc
ing to Canada for their first trip faces ... it was a foggy day . . .
tomes for your eaificatio
after the coronation instead of to b u t t h e y s u n b u r n e a s i l y . . . o r of writing a column ,
11———oIndia, as has been the custom. the yell leader from Oakland, brarians who leer at you . . .
The government of Britain feels Donovan, on the Streamliner re long-winded speakers from the
a trip to Canada is more impor turning from San Diego . . .
faculty . . . bedtime . . . early
tant and logical at this time. The anybody on the Streamliner .
morn swimming classes . . . early
San Francisco consul general says or the Marxian maiden
Dick morn classes . . . No, we won't
.1 ^rviCt
this on the possibility of a visit Bentley met in Hollywood . .
say "classes,, just to be difficult
our way, "In any event, a visit to who offered him a cigar and in
. . . Ruth Jones . . . the WEEK
California is highly improbable as vited him to join the movement
LY office.
the King is not very strong, and
. „ . and who, speaking of move VVE NOMINATE
such a trip would be very tiring."
ments, was also a jitterbug . .
DEPARTMENT
or anybody in Hollywood.
The cast of "Liliom" . . . dots Football a la Plymou
programs will originate from the SEEN TOGETHER
in between sentences . . . tamales 'Twas on the first Tha
fair during its 288 day life. Sixty DEPARTMENT
when it rains . . . rehearsals for
That in the afternood'1
technicians, artists, and workers
Erma Martin and Walt Laed the Band Frolic . . . the fra The Pilgrims thronged |
will be on hand at all times to erich . . . well, once . . . Inez ternity initiation of Alton Q.
dium
take care of the various programs Toscano and Lew Ford McWil- Hedges . . . Boleros and Piggy
To battle the Maroon
Joe Penner found out that peo liams Dick Swayne Spic Wilson Banks . . . the Christmas tree in
The war-cries of the ret
pie enjoyed his natural self more Tiny Oleata . . . what a long- the dining hall . . . the Delta for
The forest echoes shoe
than any of his impersonations, and name that fellow has! . . . the Sunday Night Dinner . . . (Why
While "Loco's" of the w
he could make more money being dorm dormants who dominate the Trem?) . . . Janet Porter for whoMake famous Plymout
himself.
front door about 10:30 . . . like was-with-whom info . . . Willie
Jimmie Fidler employs four re Ben Ham and Lois Bugbee, Les Boyarsky,
just
because . . . E'en to this day we reiv " Hp
porters, twelve secret studio snoop Dow and Betty Dalgren, Mart Crane's in Hollywood for the place
The sturdy Pilgrim lit III
ers, four writers, and three secre Brandsted and Roger Cross .
to go . . . "Meditation" from Thais While Quarterback Miles
taries to collect his news each the new deals like John Stokes on the
violin . . . Swagerty,
Was playing more tha'
week. (And me with only one).
and Claire Pratte ... or Joyce Vaughan, Tullock,
McWilliams And though the Pilgrim . " t
Gracie Allen has stamped and ad Blackman and Bill Johnson . ,
and Kientz for All-Conference . .
Their faith in prayer
dressed all of her Christmas mail Betty Kirkpatrick and Kenny Vaughan and Kientz for All-Coast They also put much str
already. She will send out sev Klass . . . Marybelle and her H. M. . . . Bill Dean for "Pinoc
A strong offensive ga
eral hundred pieces
dream boy . . . Condron and chio" . . . Wintergreen for Presi
Mickey Rooney, America's Ace Bartholomew . . . Jane Abbott dent . . . J. Domench for "MAN And when the score was
college age mbvie star, recently and Bob
Downs . . . Jimmy OF 'THE WEEK when his little
To their delight they V
visited Stockton. He made a big Woods and Dick Stebbins . .
cute job blew him a kiss as the The white man from the
hit with Pacific gals at the station. and the Livie-Kowatch quartet train pulled out for San Diego . .
Had gained a lot of £
It was also vice-versa; Mickey re . . . two pair beats three of a Bobby Kientz for SAYING OF And Grantland Rice ma
cently composed a new swing num k i n d i n t h i s g a m e . . . o r a THE WEEK when he asked "Jo
As is his yearly plaiAjK
ber which Meredith Wilson, NBC straight . . .
Babe" to "shake him gently by And put the whole blamt
maestro, played for him called WE NOMINATE FOR OBLIVION the shoulders in the morning" . .
His All-Anferlcan.
"Jitterbug in F Major."
DEPARTMENT
SONG OF THE WEEK . . . "Two
Mr. Abram Cliasins, Radio City
The pepper in the dining hall Sleepy People" . ; . COUPLE OF
Next week: Football a:
pianist and composer, who last . . . "Getting in the groove" . . . THE WEEK: Dorothy Kolln and peare.
season thrilled listeners with his further gossip in columns . . . Glen Shaljean . . . COLUMNIST
Piano Hour on NBC, Saturday further gossip . . . tests from OF THE WEEK: Swingaroo Sa
In 16 years Rensselaer
mornings, is an honorary member Pease & F'amily . . . tests from piro, the hep-cat, jitterbug, alli nic Institute's radio sti
of the California Composers' and S p a u l d i n g , I n c . , . . . t e s t s . . . m y gator, Rug Cutter, mellow-stuff given intensive radio tr
Writers' Society.
excess hair . . . the thankless job kid. Yeah, bo!
more than a thousand
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direction h a s been taken by the C. O . P . alumni of
Stockton a n d vicinity w h o g o t together before
T h a n k s g i v i n g a n d worked out details of a plan t h a t
should d o much to help solve the problem of keeping
Pacific supplied with its quota of good athletes.
K n o w n by the impressive appellation of Pacific A t h 
letic Revolving L o a n F und, the scheme calls for a n
average contribution of ten dollars per year o r one
dollar per month from each alumnus of the college,
the total to be applied to defray expenses of deserving
athletes. T h e money will be administered much i n
the same manner a s other private grants—-in scholar
ship form.
• W i t h the groundwork barely laid, the idea sounds
very practicable I F N O W E N T H U S E D A L U M N I
DON'T COOL OFF ON THE PROPOSITION.
P l a n s similar t o this one have been suggested before
a n d discarded by the wayside simply because t h e
propagators lost interest in their brain-child. T h e
San Joaquin County Men's Alumni Association, spon
soring the plan, includes a large number of progres
sive Pacific gr ad s w h o a r e in a position to influence
m a n y of the important business men of Stockton,
whose interest vis merely adopted. T h e plan should
not be allowed t o stop with the alumni. T h e r e a r e
m a n y local Pacific boosters, not graduates of C. O. P .
a n d not already contributing t o the Chamber of Com
merce jobs-for-players project, w h o would welcome
a n opportunity t o do thei rbit t o a d d t o t h e fund,
thereby enhancing the chances of bringing further
recognition t o Pacific a n d Stockton t h r o u g h athletic
achievement. T h e Chicago g a m e warmed t h e iron.
T h e point should be driven home before i t cools.

V j h e elements of courtesy?
A recent survey conducted by the H a r v a r d Educa
tional Review reveals t h a t college boys a n d girls d o
not know the elements of courtesy. Moreover, i t is as
serted in the report, they are reticent, a w k w a r d a n d
even tongue-tied a t social functions.
Some six-thousand questions, involving various
rules of etiquette, were sent t o colleges all over t h e
country.
I t was found out, further, t h a t some of t h e y o u n g
men " d o not know how to kiss a girl good night." ( E d .
Note: A class—for that?)
A few years a g o the University of California con
ducted a course in Etiquette a n d Personality De
velopment, under the leadership of Mrs. J u s t i n P . Follette, recognized psychologist a n d psychiatrist of P a 
cific Grove. T h e class w a s attended by y o u n g a n d old
a n d proved a g r eat success.
T h e advisability of h a v i n g such a class instituted
here a t Pacific has been discussed, o n t h e campus, in
the Cub House a n d i n various bull sessions. T h e class
has definite advantages a n d would probably clear u p
some of the reasons w h y there a r e so m a n y s t a g s a t
our school dances.
T o institute a "courtesy" course a s a n extra-cur
ricular activity or regular academic course m i g h t
prove advantageous t o new students, a n d would un
doubtedly, judging from t h e result of the H a r v a r d
survey, be very popular with all those w h o a r e in
terested in g e t t i n g a l o n g better with their fellow
students.
—G. M. H .
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Semi-Formal
To Be Event
At Tau Kappa
^fcOMIA
titled this foggy world by
ing one dance and two ortras, while
some of the less
; , .v
*Mi. f,tras,
, while some of, the less
'KAate on campus have two
v; ( '
es and one orchestra. Hope
<- >
t. Jtboys over there remember
] the Civil War is over and
n9> 11 StarUe the Archites t0°
' Mvr

lop,4 hi
,
UGHTS WHILE
LLING:
^ *Srkere
will the

lil gold footballs
v -ui
th-ifter
the presentations?
7
—•
. . .
• k/M.
IU.
~
] n will the Mardi Gras be*
'
Why the incessant bridge
* 2s at Mu Zeta? . . . Why does
>;.'dc Hogan attract so much aton in the library? (Library:
°r IV
' , 2 recently dedicated by Mrs.
, 1 jjer) ...

• A.r-
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Werner-Clark
Rites To Be
Solemnized

DEDICATION SPEAKER

In keeping with an annual cusAt the Presbyterian Church
at the sorority, members of here tomorrow night, Miss Catherine Clark- daughter of Mr. and
Tau Kappa
enjoy their
< 1— Kappa will
"i" enjoy
tneir
MrS' Ralph Clark of
wil>
rhri«t™o dance
j
~
Christmas
Saturday
ev-.^nristmas dance
Saturdav
pvenincy evenms
become the bride of Mr. Merrill
from nine until one o'clock,
Anderson Werner, son of Dr. and
Helen Hall, president of the Mrs. G. A. Werner.
house, has secured Zeke Evan's
At seven-thirty o'clock the sim
orchestra for the evening, and she ple ceremony will be performed
by the groom-elect's father, who
has announced the following com
is a member of the College of
mittees to complete arrangements, Pacific faculty.
music, Edith Claire Hlxon and
The bride has chosen two Lodi
Alice
Ladd; decorations, Betty Pr'en<^s to attend her. Mrs. Fred
Barron,
Loismae Ventre,
°.vas
—iiumiuac
ventre, Lucille
J_#ucilie matron
, Grof
.h ' her sister' will be
Wii=™
„„,i Lois
t
.
°nor and
Wilson and
T asoii
t .u ma n of honor
and Mrs.
Mrs. IReuben
bridesmaid
'
^
ments.' Alice Hall
Mr. Harvey Werner, brother of
7" ' Patty Masch,
Mr. Werner, will serve as best
&
Dawn Walters.
Miss Ellen D e e r i n g, house man. Mr. Fred Groves, Mr. Fred
mother, will be hostess at the Gfanelli, Mr. James Bainbridge,
and Mr. Louis Sandine J. will
semi-formal affair.
Decorations in the traditional usher- °n,y relatives and s small
nflnv „„t
holiday spirit will carry
out the circle of friends have been invited.
Christmas motif.
Miss Clark is at present a teach
Among the members
of Tau
Tau
™embers of
er in the Lodi schools.
'"rrs who
w"o will
win attend
are
attend arc
*
•
tom

« RETIME
t"'- Itice the odd expressions and
tAes when the orchestra plays
v . ^ Jnge Tartners" . . . Sometimes
A"Ce Ladd' A"ne
i i-eally
rnal v funnv
funny
SomTttr Woodruff,
Patty Mason, Lois LaV: sail, Norma James, Alice Keehner,
K NOTES
Holly Hall, Loismae Ventre, Betty
pm popular, so, have *you Barron. Jean Strong, and Dawn
the attractive wool jacket Walters.
i these cold mornings by Miss
Gutsts who have been invited
'•liman? Tt was a gift from her to attend are Roy* Philips, Fred
UK
1 Ulat#- in Norway.
Garrison, Leon Lovey, John Fanucchi, A1 Freitas, Jimmy Lyons,
Hugh Hutchins, Irving Grubbs,
IT WAS FORCE
y
Bob Bovey, John Nelson, Bill
"H»h»/' Iff ABIT
*t Jerry Bentley and Company Johnson, and Bruce Tomlinson,
nti
s«lnt
st missed the San Diego train
-- .
Ibesday afternoon. THEY RAN
: 1 n»
GAS near Hunter Square.
v*fy »od?jds Dotty
Stegall and Bob
Of
''Sflnson gave them the neces-

I

»^} °° P

Sh

'T THEY COOK?
''OTPniwhy did Omega Phi have to
wist Majhe waffle batter from Tiny's?
la i:
"Wlartj
FAR-SIGHTED PEOPLE:
"»-•
• fv mny Domench has a date for
•rlitd j, 3 months from last Saturday
• !•
,t. D'you remember the OakIt ratify Jgirl at the Grove, Johnny?
:":
I'll]
r ON WELLES
a Dhirrui i VOGUE magazine adds his
Jo the present controversial
ct: "A woman with her hair
led up always looks as if she
I going some place, either to
ra or to the shower bathprlMtM C
nding on the woman."
Pharoth. TM
th.
HER DILLY
and U ld[
s one from the NEW YORK-

ftmrtL
y0J,'

Pas a,l ready found its' place
x •
®ro college professors' lectures:
tiati tf|e Hotel Lexington in New
Ins bfcoM Qity iieepg a record of the
d4V«k>p* tin ess houses represented among
' s -• and • quests. A breezy lady buyer
anywhrrt.
the West, after filling in
•i don# (S name and address on the
tration card, seemed to be
fht up short by the query
fill I FLA>0*® l,< g h g nibbled her pen for
I a nod Wn
^ f»ment, then wrote, 'Not very,'
,
headed for the bar, ready for

Christmas Dance
s Attraction
At Tau Kappa

Christmas trees, wreaths and
Santa Clauses were in order last
Saturday evening at the Tau
Kappa Kappa sorority when the
members held their annual Christ
mas dance. The rooms of the
house were decorated in blue
and white to add to the Christ
mas spirit.
Committees for the affair were,
Program, Alline Durst; music,
Ethel Clair Hixon, Alice Ludd;
Decorations, Barbara Barron, Loise
Mae Ventre, Lucille Wilson; Re
freshments, Alice Hall, Lois LaSalle, Pat Mason and Dawn Wal
ters.

Job's Daughters
Schedule
Members of Job's Daughters,
Stockton Chapter (Bethel No. 83),
meets every second and fourth
Thursday of the month at 7:30
P. M., in the second floor of the
Masonic Temple in Stockton. All
members of other chapters and
anyone eligible for membership
into Eastern Star are invited to
attend these meetings.

Hollywood Studio
Meet The

First-Class Photography
at Reasonable Prices.

Gang

Open Evenings and Sun
days Until Christmas.

PHONE 6752

AT

BOBB INN
iuntain-Curb Service
DR-

e i S ^'

On El Dorado

34 N. California St.

PACIFIC
COFFEE SHOP
'WHERE THE FOOD
IS ALWAYS GOOD"

TH^Jie

COLLEGE
; iOOKSTORE,
, '; V 'HEN YOU THINK OF

CHRISTMAS

0< Y

, tr

'Think of the College Book
i J| -id1 't6re> and ask to see the
I" 1 y 's"cw College Jewelry, Sta. :!tionery, Pennants, FounPens' Fancy Christnt
fh» ,,i'"nas Wraps, Tags, Seals.
f
Id P 'Cards, Nice Candies.
,pt*

SERVING BREAKFAST,
LUNCH and
DINNER

2043 Pacific Avenue

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

;fC

BRITISH BROWSER
Made of this year's fashion high
note—pedigreed plaids. It is a
suit with a very tailored coat and
full pleated skirt. Be sure to
wear a cashmere sweater under it.
A camel's h(iir lightweight coat
to fling over your arm would
make you look like the first page
of a fashion book!
»

•

*

WOOZY WOOL
The latest from England! For
evening wear, dress in a tartan
dinner dress ar,d in your hair a
thistle made of the same plaid
as the gown and teasel ltd into
place.
•

•

•

COLOR CONSCIOUS
Here we are again with more
news of startling lipstick shade
novelties.
1—Siren; red-red, brilliant and
clear.
2—Hawaii; brownzy red.
3—Royalty; red, blue-red.
4—Scarlet; need we say more.
Shade Hawaii will be dramatic
with this season's shade of brown.
The blue-red shade would be su
perb with blues and purples. Try
them all and pick the shades that
fit YOU.
•

«

»

EARLY ENERGY
Saves latter fatigue! Get your
Christmas cards early. You know
the old story, only thirty-seven
more days till that eventful dey.
either high ones or low ones. They
have a swanky stitch trim with in
serts of alligator to add that dash
of umph.
Clanish Craze—To be smart go
Clanny. Plain jackets with pleated
plaid skirts which are almost as
short and swirly as a clansman's.
Boys are getting Scotchy with new
flannel ties made of authentic plaids
and woolen shirts.
Molded Modes—Easy to wear as
a glove and for the feet—shoes
without a pinch, smooth on the
feet! They are made of Lastex
Suede and are the height of style
and comfort.
Low-level Tall gals, here is the
answer to your prayers! A lowheeled platform sandle with a flat
tering open toe—the season's big
gest hit. It Is exquisite, comfort
able, and with a sensible heel.
New Notions—Be two people all
wrapped up in one. Enchantingly
feminine and fragile in the tempo
of the old fashioned girl in your
Romantic evening gown. The next
evening be a sauve sophisticated
modern. Your formal swinging to
the faster tempo of the Staccato
costume.

MRS HERBERT HOOVER was an honored guest
and featured speaker at the dedication of the College of
Pacific's new library Tuesday evening. The services
were held in the College Auditorium.

Alpha Theta
Hostess At
Dance
Heralding the Christmas season
will be the formal dance in the
holiday theme at Alpha Theta
Tau sorority Saturday evening.
June Lane, president, has ap
pointed Bea McCarl to arrange the
decorations, Verna Dunstan to
plan the refreshments, and Muriel
Logerwell to be in charge of ar
rangements in general.
Dr. and Mrs. Arnold, Dr. and
Mrs. McCall, Mr. and Mrs. Betz,
Mr. and Mrs. Windmiller, and
Miss Mary Doiman will be patrons
and patronesses for the occasion.
Among those attending will be
June Lane, Gordon White, Mar
garet George, Louis Ferone, Ann
Blundell, Vincent Peck, Bessie
Fraser, Bud DeYoung, Muriel
Logerwell, Paul Rippon, Beverly
Starr, Tom Mann, Muriel Brown,
Bob Wentz, Virginia Wirth, Bill
Roberts, Bea McCarl, Les Knoles,
Bette Flickinger, Dick Collett, Pat
Mello, Dick Stebbins, Shay Barnett, Ellsworth
Lewis, Betsy
Jones, Bill Scantlebury, Evelyn
Cary, Park Wilson, Roberta Ball,
Roy Berry, Toni Rifberg, Ashley
Kerfoot, Jean Strong, Jim Park
er, Pat Railsback, George Tomasini, Verna Dunstan, Dick Bentley,
Sarah Cameron, Wes Huddleson,
Jackie Parker, Eugene Minson,
Virginia Nelson and Bob Mc
Carthy.

Carol Program
To Be Heard

Another annual event that is
welcomed each year by students
and friends of the College of the
Pacific is the Feast of the Carols,
featuring group singing.
Under the auspices of the Mu
Phi Epsilon and Phi Mu Alpha,
the program this year will he pre
sented December 14.
Approxi
mately thirty voices wilt take part,
and both vocal and violin solos
will be given.
Ruth Johnson and A1 Leidstrand are in charge of arrange
ments. The East Side Presby
terian Church will be the scene
Weather Winter—Keep out of the of the musical affair which starts
slush with a pair of Gossmar light at seven-thirty, and it is open to
weight overshoes.
the public.

Forty-Nine Drug Co.

PAT DUNLAP
109 -N. Sutter
Phone 653

With the coming of Christmas
dances, most of us are interested
in new formals. Taffeta is usual
ly the most popular at this time.
Taffeta in the ashes of roses
shade is being shown a lot. Saw
one darling formal of that shade
with a huge full skirt and match
ing petticoat with hoop. Also saw
a precious white taffeta trimmed
with pale blue flowers on the
neckline and with a blue flounce
encircling the bottom of the wide
skirt. Vernez Cook favors the
brighter shades, for she has a ce
rise taffeta. Lois Long has a pink
one with black velvet trimming.
Chiffon, too, is always worn by
many during the holiday season.
It is luscious in various shades of
blue, red and white. Dorothy Norgard has a darling pale blue
chiffon which goes very well with
her dark hair.

CUB HOUSE

Christmas."

The College
*4
itV
„|/t

Bookstore

o-f'^

"On the Campus
for You"

YOUR A. W. S. TEA ROOM
A GOOD PLACE TO
It

EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY'

Betrothal Is
Announced

Last Friday evening members
of Mu Zeta Rho sorority were
hostesses at a dinner honoring
members of the freshman football
team.
Besides members of the team,
Coach Earl Jackson, Coach Chris
Kjeldson, and Dean James C. Cor
son were honored guests.
At six-thirty, guests were greet
ed by Betty Booth, president, and
Mrs. Lusy Forkner, house mother.
An interesting feature of the
evening was the election of two
honorary captains instead of the
traditional one captain. Those re
ceiving the honor were the Levie
twins, Bill and Dave.
During the evening a short pro
gram was presented by Dorothy
Bartholomew, social chairman of
the pledges.
Bernadine Badger
tap danced and sang and Barbara
Caswell played the piano.

.,

X

Gowns

• --.-V"

Pulitzer Prize Play
Sc reerf.ed At Last!

Gowns and Pajamas

Producers and Distribu
tors of the finest in
Dairy Products

Phone
1261

(Since 1896)

•

HUMPHREYS

School of Business

FullJ Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber
Stockton

J. GLICK & SON
Jewelers Since 1876
326 E. Main Street

CARLEEN'S
Home Decorating Studio
This space is available free of cost for announce
ments of any campus events throughout the year.
PHONE 2047

Pajamas

They're dreams themselves in dainty
fitted styles and luscious coloring.
And you'll feel contented and cozy
enough to purr when you snuggle
down in any of the soft fabrics.
Quick as a wink you'll be having
sweet dreams.

CLOWES' DAIRY

Rightly Priced

and

Vc
an

Y!KM TIKE

For better business positions

Plans were made for a Christ
mas party at the house meeting
of Women's Hall held Monday
evening, December 5. The party to
be. Thursday night, December 15,
will include refreshments and the
distribution of Christmas gifts be
fore an open fire in the lobby
hall.
The girls of the hall were ask
ed to bring any complaints they
might have before the A. W. S.
meeting held Tuesday at 6:00 p.
m.
The formal Christmas dance of
Women's Hall will be held tonight
in the Florentine room of the
Clark Hotel from 9:00 to 1:00 a.
m. Music will be provided by Her
man Sapiro's orchestra, and deco
rations will be carried out in the
Christmas theme.
Tickets are still available for un
affiliated students
and may be
purchased from Florence Malik.

By

^suui/c Ca/vui 's

Farm
West's Lane

Women's Hall Has
Busy Holiday
Season

S w e e t Dreams In

HU:LT.l

And leave us your maga'.irm
, v. ; ~
.
line subscriptions.

I
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Football Team
Guest At
Dorothea Wood Dinner

Of much interest in social cir
cles is the announcement by Mr.
and Mrs. Parker Fullington Wood
of the engagement of their daugh
ter, Miss Dorathea Eleanor Wood,
to Mr. Richard Samuel Rogers of
Stockton and Napa.
Member of a prominent Stock
ton family, Miss Wood is very ac
tive socially. She is a graduate
of the College of the Pacific
where her sorority is Alpha Theta
Tau and is at present employed
by the Stockton Junior College.
Mr. Rogers is' the son of Dr.
and Mrs. John Belcher Rogers of
Napa. He, too, is a graduate of
the local college and is a past
More than 1700 trees on the president of his fraternity, Omega
Connecticut State College campus Phi Alpha.
were destroyed in the Yecent east
coast hurricane.

EXPERT...
: Watch & Jewelry
REPAIRING

Everything to, be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy

Campus Representative

What They're
Wearing

At a beautifully appointed lunch
eon at the Berkeley home of her
aunt, Mrs. William Bratton Park
er, Miss Carolyn Ann Lister re
vealed her betrothal Saturday to Eighty years of active existence^Lowell, Francis At Tie, Jane Car*er,
will be the occasion for celebration Barbara Nawman, Bonnie Smith,
Mr. Thomas Cyril Coleman.
tomorrow night when members of Yolanda Craviotto, Jane Stqart,
Miss Lister has many friends
Rho Lambda Phi fraternity preside Nickie FAovich, Martha Gifford,
here, and several sorority sisters
at a costume ball.
Mary Martin, Jean Lamb, June
were present at the announcement
Ed Seville, Bob Wentz, and Bob Spann, Effie Calderwood, Betty
party. The bride-elect, daughter
Adamina, members of the dance Barry, Claire Pratt, Betty Kreling,
of Mr. and Mrs. Leder L. Lister,
committee,
have chosen the hectic Hazel Kriem, Jane Turner, Phyllis
attended Stockton schools and the
College of the Pacific. She is af Civil War days as the gener: 1 Grimshaw, Charm Cash, and Her
filiated with Mu Zeta Rho and theme for the evening. At that tha Rausch.
time, Rhizomia supported the
Members of Rhizomia are Spic
Lambda Theta Phi sororities.
North.
Wilson, Bob Adamina, Bill Avery,
Mr. Coleman is a graduate of
The house will be decorated as Tony Ficovich, Pat Dunlap, Francis
the University of California and a Union Camp for the affair. An Finney, Buzz Fisher, Howard Hanssupervisor of music for the Po unusual feature of the dance will brow, A1 Harkins, Kenny Hench,
mona public schools. He is the be the combined use of two orches Wes Xnglis, Hal Kemp, Doug Camp
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse J. Cole tras, Herman Sapiro's and Bob bell, Bob Kientz, Dick Loomis, Jack
man of Pomona.
McCormick's, for the occasion. Roscelli, Ed Seville, AI Soper, Bob
Skilfully combined yellow and Dancing will be enjoyed from nine Wentz, Primo Yob, Wayne Bird,
white - predominated in the table until one o'clock.
Frank Devine, Charles Durham,
appointments and decorations. Fa
During the intermission, cos Wilfred Evans, Harris Fine, Glenn
vors were tiny bridal bouquets. tumes will be judged and prizes Harter, Darrell King, Frank PurThe interesting news was revealed awarded for the most original, most sel, Robert Todd, Doug Viera, Dale
by betrothal cards attached at typical of the 1858 period when Halbert, Ham Briggs, Ed Denny.
each cover.
the fraternity was founded, and Norman Lamb, Fred Van Dyke,
Those bidden to attend where the best matched couple.
Ernie Atkinson, Clarence DePuy,
Miss Marit Barndstad, Miss Fran
Park Wilson, president of Rho Max Gobel, Jim Porter, Barrie
ces Bransted, Miss Marit Parker, Lambda Phi, has invited Dr. and Stephens', Ogden Cooley, Carl GastMiss Astrid Lister, Mrs. Robert C. Mrs. Harold Jacoby and Mr. and man, Frank McDonnell, Thomas
Blanchard of San Francisco, Mrs. Mrs. Robert Burns to be patrons George, Earle Dahl, Gordon John
J. Marlowe Coleman of Palo Alto, and patronesses for the event.
son, Ralph DePuy, Louis GrosMiss Hertha Rausch, Miss Nancy
Among the guests of the frater smith, Thomas Cotter, Mike Hall
Greaves, Miss Jeanne Barnett, nity will be Arlene Harder, Gayle mark, Luke Scott, Roy Phillips,
Jean Swenson, Miss Janet Cole, Rawls, Bobbin Gay Peck, Margaret George Blaufass, Robert Fenix,
Miss Betty Moore, Miss Leila San Trabert,
Jane Ketman, Bettie Gene Rotsch, Bob McCormick,
ders, Miss Pat Carson, Miss Cecil Meyer, Doris Armanino, Mary Jean and Herman Sapiro.
Cave, and Miss Carolyn Webber
of Stockton, and Miss Martha
Jollyman of Oakland.
A date in February has been
planned for the wedding.

For

Main and El Dorado, Ph. 1849
Poplar and Yoseniite, Ph. 8149

'DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

.of*J Yours for "A Merry
•n

By JORDAN

Rho Lambda Phi To
Celebrate 80th
Anniversary

Carolyn Lister,
Tom Coleman
Betrothed

For that "just a little something
extra" when cold breezes blow,
25% wool undies will take fine
care of you. And if it takes more
than that to warm the cockles of
your heart, the 50% wool undies
are for you. Either will fit snug
ly, feel soft and light with never
a hint to you or the world that
you're all bundled up for winter.
Woolly-Wyn Snuggies

59c

to

1, 3 5

SMlT^l & L A N c .
TZMjunju. 5050

-MXUSLML J&LT!

oyj
r
2-7,
1
1%
g
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Tiger Five Opens
Season Saturday
Alumni Quintet Will Give Pacific
Hoopsters Plenty Competition
Coach Ralph Francis' '38-'89 edition of basketeers
open their schedule Saturday night against the Alumni
quintet, having had only one weeks' practice in prepara
tion for the* "has-beens," who promise to give the Ben
gal varsity a close run for their money.

• With over twenty players out to
show their wares, with a number
of returning veterans to bolster
the squad, along with several good
Jaysee prospects, the Tiger quintet
has the makings of a powerful com
bination of hoopmen.
STAKTING LINEUP
The starting lineup for the Tigers
is composed of four players hitting
The Pacific Student Association the six-foot mark, or better. "Pat"
has been invited to attend the Dunlap at center towers six feet,
University
of
Nevada
Winter Earl Dahl and Bud Doyle, two
Carnival to be held in the Divorce husky guards, each being several
Capital on January 28 and 29, the inches over the six-foot mark,
event being sanctioned by the Pa while Kelly, Santa Ana Jaysee
cific Intercollegiate Ski Union and transfer, also towers about 6' 3."
the Ski Club of the University of Paul Rippon, veteran forward of
last year's squad, is the only starter
Nevada.
Over twenty colleges and uni under the 72" mark.
Although the above five will start
versities have been asked to en
ter the competition, which in against the Alumni, frequent sub
cludes a two-day intercollegiate stitutes will be made by Coach
ski tournament, hockey matches, Francis in an attempt to find out
skating exhibitions, along with just what his players have on the
fraternity and sorority entertain ball.
ment for all participants.
The Tiger casabeans will be meet
Several Pacific students have ing a gang of ex-Pacific stars, who
shown interest in this tournament will be anxious to knock over their
and there is a possibility that a "alma mamy" by a large a score
number of C. O. P. students will as possible, no matter what ideas
enter the meet.
the Tiger quintet may have on the
Special railroad rates may be se subject.
cured if a sufficient number of
EX-TIGER STARS
students are interested in the NeThe Alumni will have players of
vadans first, attempt to stage a
such caliber as the Parsons broth
winter carnival similar to the
ers, Mick and Beck, Bob IJamDartmouth Carnival on the east
mond, "Corky" Cortez, "Daddy"
ern coast.
Russell, "Moose" Disbrow, Roger
Any students interested in enter
Jacoby, "Cherub" Royse and Chris
ing the competition or making the
Kjeldson. These players, all stars
trip are urged to contact Erwin
in their hey-day, should give the
Parley for further details.
varsity five plenty of competition,
o
maybe even more than they can
The rising consciousness in the handle this early in the season. •
Both Bob Adamina and Ed
Western world of the importance
of the Orient is reflected this year Koehler, members of last year's
at Cornell University where for squad, are recovering from grid
the first time an assistant pro injuries and will not see action
fessor of Chinese history has been against the Alumni hoopsters, al
appointed.
though they should prove valua
ble players as the season prog
resses.

Ice Carnival
Sponsored By
U. Nevada

LA VERNE CONTEST OFF
The proposed game with La
Verne College has been called off
because of the inability of their
team to make the trip to Stockton.
The Alumni contest, being the
first of the season, will be free to
the public.
o

o

Board Of Trustees
Luncheon Guests

^<a V;

oo

The C. O. P. and S. J. C. Board
of Trustees, the eight new faculty
members and heads of depart
ments were served a luncheon
last week by the Foods Class. The
meal took place in the sewing
room on the second floor of
Weber Hall because of the con
venience of the tables.
Members of the class cooked
and served the food, but the HostHostess class set the tables.
Among the Items on the menu
were: Chicken pie, rolls (home
made), and pineapple mousse.

HOME for

CHRISTMAS

You'll save money and have
a swell lime going home by
Greyhound. Convenient serv
ice everywhere. Enjoy lhe
luxurious comfort of a warm,
smooth - riding Super - Coach
at the lowest fares in history.

Colliver Leads
Big Sing

. Pacific's Student Christian As
sociation has been sponsoring a
series of Big Sings at 7:00 o'clock
every Wednesday evening in An
derson Social Hall under the lead
ership of Grant Coiliver.
ONEWAY ROUND TRIP
The selections are made from
San Francisco.$1.26 $2.30 Negro spirituals, old favorites;
Los Angeles . . 5.03
9.10 popular, labor, folk and college
Sacramento . . 1.00
1.80 songs. Each Wednesday night will
Fresno
1.82
3.30 be devoted to one special type of
DEPOT: Sul1" * Wnfthinftton song:
Streets.
Later a request box will be
PHONE: 831
placed in the front hall of the
Administration Building. The only
requirement for admission is a
desire to loosen up your vocal
cords.

LOW FARES

GREYHOUND

Merry Christmas!

El Dorado Meat Market

AL'S
TIGER
T A L K

By

Alex Oonsker

A SPORTORIAL

By ALEX DONSKER

To The Wise

Cal Blows Fuse
When U. S. C.
Selected

GaMivantlngs

By Ray Grosse
Here's a story that is good
anytime and everywhere for
a guffaw and a round of
titters.

By GERTIE

It seems everything was
all quiet In the offices of the
Daily Californian.
The of
fice staff was functioning
with the efficiency of any
well-organized machine. The
prim little teletype machine
was clattering away over in
the corner recording today's
history. Then came the blow"
Over the wire came the news
that the University of South
ern California had been se
lected to carry the banners
of the West in the Rose Bowl
tilt.
Bang! Out blew a fuse. The
lights went out. The office
staff went out. The editor
went out.
Everything and
everyone went out. The shock
of the Rose Bowl news has
put out all the lights in the
office, plunging the whole
works into darkness and dis
appointment, so the dispatch
goes.
To cover Ills confusion the
editor thundered that the
Gods were displeases! and
sent some men to repair the
damage. The electricians, how
ever, were unable to pull
enough wires to get the Bears
in the Bowl.

An all-important cabinet meet
ing was held last evening in the
"Y" rooms to discuss substitutes
for the out-moded point system.
Possibilities of having bowling,
skating and snow parties after va
cation were discussed by the
group.
The cabinet consists of all PE
majors and minors and many of
them seem to be unaware of th'e
fact, so the complete cabinet is
now listed in order to re.fresh a
few memories. President Lovella
Hawley is assisted by Georgina
Capps,
Mildred
Baptista,
Lou
Christian, Jean Alexander, Violet
Graves, La Verne Lagaret, Lola
Modill,
Doris
Marsh,
Barbara
Bowie, Claudina Houser, Marge
Larsen and Anna May Byron.
Miss Hill is the adviser for the
group.
Bunks, windows, shelves, and a
floor were put into the W. A. A.
cabin last week-end by several
members, assisted by Dr. Pease.
Adverse weather conditions (rain
and fog to you) are holding up
the tennis playoff.
The tennis
classes have been getting a dose
of tennis theory during the bad
weather.

Archers are coming out on Mon
day and Wednesday afternoons to
decide the champion.
Although
A special commission has been not in a tourney, a growing num
appointed to correlate and improve ber of the male population of the
the curricula of all Louisiana col campus is showing an interesst in
the Robin Hood sport.
leges.
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Quality and Price with any
wholesaler in Stockton. . . ,

NIELSEN BROTHERS
p hone

1553

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Basketball
Schedule

W. A. A.

This shop is Owned by
the PSA.
IT IS TOUR SHOP

We invite comparison of

Successful Season

Once one of the most powerful conferences on the
Pacific
coast, we today find the Far Western Confer Preliminary to the Alumni-Var
With the football season at an
ence
facing
possible disbandonment because of sity game here Saturday night,
end as far as Pacific is con
cerned, up pops a mess of sta Fresno's wthdrawal several weeks ago, thus leaving Stockton Junior College's pump
tistics that would make anybody's
kin pushers will roust-about with
the loop squarely behind the eight ball.
head swim. The following bits of
States Professor Frederick Wood, a member of t)je Oakdale High School Varsity.
info' can be gathered from the
statistical dope:
the athletic committee of the U. of Nevada, "With "We should have no trouble at
Bobby Kientz was high point the withdrawal of Fresno from the conference, the all," was Coach Kjeldsen's state
ment, and his sentiments were
man for the season, scoring 42
number of teams becomes too small, and it looks as echoed by several members of the
points, that is, seven touchdowns
, . Siegfried was next with 30 if the conference will disband."
squad.
markers . . . then Oiaeta with 21
Says Coach Ralph Francis, "Pacific is in favor of Of the forty-odd boys that turn
and C. Swggerty with 18 . . .
continuing in the present conference. I do not believe ed out for practice, about twentyLast year "Butch" Lloyd led the
eight have "stood the gaff." Sev
scorers with a mere 18 points. that it will disband, but that it will become stronger
eral have been passed on to the
Some difference, eh?
within the next few years. I also believe Chico and varsity. Of those left, nine are
Last year the Bengals made the Aggies are in favor of staying in the present loop." over six feet tall.
only eight touchdowns . . . this
There in a nutshell you have the two schools of Two unscheduled scrimmages
year they made 31 . . . They com
have been held and won; the first
pleted 15 of the 31 points after thought. You also have the problem which must be
with St. Mary's High and the sec
touchdown . . . making a total of solved when Far Western Conference meet in San
ond with the Stevens Cruisers, a
203 points scored for the year,
team of some distinction.
Both
compared with 58 points of last Francisco today and tomorrow.
opponents are from Stockton.
But here is a different angle as a solution to the
season . . . Stagg's boys held
"Cherub" Royse, C. O. P. alum
their opponents to 108 markers problem so far as Pacific is concerned:
WHY nus and former basketball star,
this year, while opponents scored
DOESN'T PACIFIC GO INDEPENDENT? LET is the coach of the Oakdale team,
122 last grid season.
During the '37 season the Tigers THEM PLAY WHOM THEY WANT. TO, WHEN and he will play with the alumni
won 3, lost 5, and tied 2, while THEY WANT TO; AT THE SAME TIME REAP in the main event of the evening.
Heaviest member of the Jaysees
this year thay won 7 games and
ING THE BENEFITS FROM SUCH A MOVE. is 6 feet 2 inch Alfred Woodrum
lost 3, batting a cool .700.
LET PACIFIC HAVE NO STRINGS TIED TO of Indianapolis, Indiana, who is
Honorable Mention , . . .
220 pounds of basketball player.
HER
BY BELONGING TO A CONFERENCE.
Bob Adamirra and Bobby Kientz,
In contrast, is Pacific Eliab from
There is no real reason for arguing that the Tigers Stockton who is 5 feet 2 inches
Bengal backs, were given honor
able mention on the UP All-Coast should remain in the F. W. C. in its present condition. and tips the scales at all of 120
team, while Kientz also was given
pounds. He is both the shortest
Take a look at what happened to San Jose when they and
the same honors on the AP Allthe lightest. Bob Henning
They were rated as the No. 1 and Walt Laederich, at 6 feet 3
Coast grid eleven. Not had, not went independent.
bad, not bad at all, says us. team of the nation two weeks ago. They are making inches each, tie for the honor of
tallest.
What we would like to see,
history for Western football. We admit that they being
though, is some Bengal player
Scheduled for the near future
getting honorable mention on an have their troubles scheduling tough competition, but are two games, both of which are
All-American eleven. Then we surely Pacific would have no such difficulty with to be played in the College of the
Pacific gymnasium. The first fol
WOULD have something!
Coach Stagg at the helm.
lowing tomorrow night's tussle
Next week this department will
Yes, San Jose has a wealth of material. She offers will involve the Pittsburg High
blossom out with an all-confer
school
graduated
ence team . . . Pacific players her players a trip to Hawaii, and in flock the gridders team, which
will also be picking an all-op anxious to make the team. The sanje thing happened three of this year's S. J. C. plays.
Two days later, a battle
ponents team pretty quick now.
here this year. Many players came to the local cam against the Marin J. C. will take
Just Stuff
pus when they felt, with the announcement of the place here. This will be the first
The Chico State Wildcats, who
of the season against an
Chicago game, that Pacific, at last, might be going game
gave the Bengals quite a run for
other Junior College.
their money, only lose four play places. Think of the material Pacific would get if
At practices, the squad has
ers by graduation this year . ,
we played several teams with the following that shwn itself to be exceedingly
San Jose finally got beat—well,
adept at passing the pumpkin and
well, well . . . Fresno's Bulldogs Chicago has.
it is the coach's opinion that
If Pacific went independent, better grid material some of the most promising ma
also took it on the nose this
week.
would show up on the Bengal campus, we would have terial in Stockton J. C. basketball
Stanford's quintet doesn't seem stronger teams playing tougher competition, more history is represented there.
By a new ruling, sophomores
to feel the loss of Luistti . .
they beat U. S. F. and Fresno by money in the till, and everybody happy about the are allowed to play on the frosh
decisive scores . . . Pacific's hoop whole thing. We could bring "name" schools to team, although only two have
sters should be hitting mid-sea Baxter Stadium, increase attendance at the games, taken advantage of this new sit
uation.
son form when they tangle with
o
the Indians on January 28, and and let the people of Stockton know that they have
they ought to give the Stanford- a college really capable of "big time" stuff.
ites a run for their mazuma.
Come on Pacific! Go independent, and the school Banquet Honors
and its team will go places and do things in a big Local Athletes
way!

'The Campus Barbershop

Buyer

Tigerlets Look Toward

Gridstistics

•
o
With the return of Miss Shaw
The lifetime record for stolen
bases is held by Ty Cobb at 892. from her seige of mumps, and
with the arrival of the regulation
•Illlilllllllllllllllllll!llillllllllllllllllll|||||||||||!||||||||||||||||!ll|||!||!l|||||||!l||||||||||||||||||||| lancing costumes, dancing classes
are concentrating in earnest on
Get Tour Haircut at
an Xmas program.

No. 1

31 N. El Dorado

Itettpl %nrta pag?
t-.dited

Bengals Wind
With Marine Wi

Kjeldsonites
Face Oakdale
Hoopsters

Serious notice should be paid
the announcement concerning lost,
strayed or stolen articles, for the
college assumes no responsibility.

Northern California Inter
collegiate Basketball
Conference
Jan. 4—San Jose . . At Pacific
Jan. 7—U. S. F. . . at Kezar
Jan. 10—St. Mary's . at Pacific
Jan 13—San Jose . At San Jose
Jan. 17—Santa Clara . . . .
. . . . A t Santa Clara
Jan. 31—St. Mary's At Moraga
Feb. 4—U. S. F. . . At Pacific
Feb. 28—Santa Clara . . . .
At Pacific
Jan. 28—Stanford At Palo Alto
Far Western Conference
Feb. 10-11—Nevada At Pacific
Feb. 15—Cal Aggies At Davis
Feb. 17—Cal aggies At Pacific
Feb. 24-25—Fresno State . . .
At Fresno
Mar. 3-4—Chico State ....
At Chico

Martinovich Still
Earning His
Bread And Butter
Phil Martinovich, playing with
the Cincinnati pro grid team, con
tinues to earn nis bread and butter,
so the reports from Eastern papers
say.
"Iron Mike" kicked two points
after touchdowns to be one of the
main factors in aiding his team
get a 14-14 tie with the Chicago
Cardinals last week. He also inter
cepted an opponent's pass to give
the Cincy Lancers a scoring op
portunity.
After the second touchdown Mar
tinovich was not ready when the
pass from center was made, but he
let fly anyway and his effort was
good for the extra point.
The ex-Pacific star is in second
position as scorer for the Lancers,
having made 40 points from placekicking. He ha^ made this amaz
ing total, although he has carried
the ball from scrimmage only once
and has never made a touchdown.

YOLLANDICE
& FUEL CO.

The greatest gathering of local
athletic talent and sports leaders
in Stockton's history, is a fitting
description of the Stockton Cham
ber of Commerce Sports Spotlight
Banquet to be held Tuesday eve
ning, December 13, at the Civic
Memorial Auditorium.
With a
chicken dinner to be served to 500
guests, the dinner will be" served
at 6:30 p. m.
Among the guests of honor will
be Coach A. A. Stagg's Bengals
who ended the greatest gridiron
year in Pacific's history last week
by trouncing the San Diego Ma
rines and winning the Far West
ern Conference.
Coach Fred Solomon's Tarzan
gridders will also be present be
sides the Karl Ross Junior base
ball team.
Principal speakers of the eve
ning will be Amos Alonzo Stagg,
dean of American grid coaches,
and Dr. Tuliy C. Knoles, College
of the Pacific president.
This is expected to be one of
the year's biggest affairs.. Those
expecting to attend are urged to
purchase their reservations to as
sure accommodations Tuesday eve
ning.

Phone 1750

- .

-

OMPL.IL.TE,
PASTRY AND
DELICATESSEN
Open
Evcn1n|« and All Day
Sunday. Now Air Cooled wltli
Desert Cooler.

.

Honorary Frat
Tests Delayed

boy should see plenty of service
next season.
Tabulation of points for the sea
son show the Bengal Tigers 203
points to their ten opponents 103
and that includes the California
encounter. In the last six games
Pacific ran up 170 points to op
ponents' 32.
GOOD RECORD
Looking back over the Tigers'
1938 record and their brilliant
finish it is safe to say that they
should have an even greater team
next year with the loss of only
three members of the first string.
o
Japanese "baseballs are now be
ing covered with silk so that the
leather ordinarily used for covers
may be converted into shoes for
the army.
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Gaily Boxed, Ready to Give
TOPFLIGHT SHIRTS . .

ALSO HAND-MADE TIES
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Here are top quality
shirts you'll be proud
to give! Fine combed
broadcloth in w h i t e ,
solid shades, smartest
woven patterns. • Fast
colors!
Roomy sizes
with Nu-Craft starchless collars!-

J.

IU«r

SOI <• U'**'

Towncraft Hand Made
MEN'S TIES . .

805 Bank of America Bldg.
Stockton, Calif.

. -

..

Phone 3013

A
M
•

Alumni Group
Aid College
Athletes

448 West Fremont

Stockton, California

Office:
Miner Avenue at San Joaquin Street

short end of the odds, the Tigers^
regained their mid-season form
right from the opening gun and
onceagain upset the gridiron dopesters.
Midway in the first quarter, the
Orange
and
Black
cleatmen
launched their initial drive to pay
In an attempt to help
dirt. Displaying a brilliant offen athletes at the Stockton i
sive attack the- Tigers marched 75 the College of Pacific,
yards down the field for the open revolving loan fund
ing score in' five perfectly exe sored at the present
cuted plays. Emrys "Butch" Lloyd San Joaquin County Men's
made the tally as he crossed the Association of the Collegi ..
goal standing up after a 48-yard cific.
run through the puzzled Marines.
The money raised by th
Oiaeta made the extra point.
will be used in any way |
group, along with the Jul
KIENTZ SCORES
Senior colleges, may see fij
y *
Pacific's
second
and final
moting athletics and assisj
touchdown came in the second
.ll'»
letes while in school.
quarter as the result of Hugh McAll contributors to this
Williams interception of a Marine
entitled to the followin
pass on the
Bengals' 38 yard
dl!
leges:
stripe. Kientz taking the ball on
1. Twenty per cent redu
his own 36 skirted the ends and
ail athletic season ticket!
slipped off tackle in a series of
2. Free subscription to th
deceptive plays to add six more
Snarl.
points to the Staggmen's score.
3. Seat in a specially
It took just six plays for the
section at home games.
Tigers to execute their second
wP1
4. Participation in thq
score. Tommy Oleata made good
V" '
Athletic Carnival. •
the extra point and the first half
ended with Pacific out in front
14 to 0.
In
The Tigers were complete mastel's of the situation during the
first three periods of play, but the
signia Delta Psi compeq?:'
Marines turned on a last minute
cording to Coach Earl
passing attack in the fourth
has been at a standstill
quarter that was not to be de
week because of the bac
nied and the game came to a
conditions.
close with the final score 14 to 6.
With the Improvement
VAUGHN INJURED
weather, further tests {
Stan Vaughn,
Pacific's
great held. Several athletes are J.
Sophomore tackle, was taken out point of completing the . i
of the game with an injured arip. thus becoming eligible f<
In his place Coach Stagg put in bership in the honorary!
Mick Parsons, Cordneq
Jack Lyons, a sub tackle who
turned in a whale of a game. Howard Hansbrow, and ] 0 cat
"
Heretofore unknown, Jack Lyons Donnell are the lads staif g ecava.
best
chances
of
enterting
proved to be the most outstand
Is tarfita 1<* . '
ing performer of the day. This ternity.

Dairy Products
Serve Pacific

Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction

Telephone 5100

Defeating the San Diego Marines 14 to 6 IP
10,000 rabid grid fans in Lane Stadium last|, A ' T
day evening at San Diego, Alonzo Stagg's invadii
lege of Pacific Tigers closed their 1938 footbalj... 51'
paign in a blaze of glory with a record of sev*
tories and three defeats. Going into the game |

BLUE RIBBON

SHEPHERD & GREEN

INCORPORATED

Staggmen Complete Successful
Year With Close 14-6 Victory
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